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The Home Stretch 2020-03-05
forty years of feminism and still women do the
majority of the housework why in fact while women
are making slow but steady gains on gender
disparities in the workplace at home the gap is
widening in the uk the average heterosexual
british woman puts in 12 more days of household
labour per year than her male companion while
young american men are now twice as likely as
their fathers to think a woman s place is in the
home and when having it all so often means hiring
a nanny or cleaner is it something to aspire to
sally howard joins up with a cohort of feminist
separatists undertakes a day s shift with her
lithuanian cleaner lives in a futuristic model
home designed to anticipate our needs and meets
latte papas and one percent parents in this lively
examination which combines history and fieldwork
with her personal story the home stretch is a
fascinating investigation into how we got here and
what the future could look like for feminism s
final frontier the domestic labour gap

Journal of International
Students, 2018(4) 2022-04-22
the journal of international students jis an
academic interdisciplinary and peer reviewed
publication print issn 2162 3104 online issn 2166
3750 publishes scholarly peer reviewed articles on
international students in tertiary education
secondary education and other educational settings



that make significant contributions to research
policy and practice in the internationalization of
higher education

Fifty Years of Bangladesh,
1971-2021 2021-08-10
this book the first historical sociology of its
kind concerning bangladesh examines the country s
what went wrong syndrome during the first fifty
years of its existence 1971 2021 the work is an
exception to the traditional studies on modern and
contemporary bangladesh the study is also a post
history of united pakistan busting several myths
it sheds light on many known and unknown facts
about the history politics society and culture of
the country besides being a twice born country
liberated twice from the british in 1947 and from
west pakistanis in 1971 it is also an artificial
entity suffering from acute crises of culture
development governance and identity hashmi
attributes the culture and identity crises to the
demographic byproducts of bad governance in
addition to being overpopulated bangladesh is also
resource poor and has one of the most unskilled
populations largely lumpen elements and peasants
according to marx these people represent the
unchanging remnants of the past the second round
of independence empowered these lumpen classes who
suffer from an identity crisis and never learn the
art of governance the proliferation of pseudo
history about liberation has further divided the
polity between the two warring tribes who only



glorify their respective idols mujib and zia pre
political and pre capitalist peasants lumpen
elements lack of mutual trust and respect have
further plagued bangladesh turning it into one of
the least governable corrupt and inefficient
countries it is essential to replace the pre
capitalist order of the country run by multiple
lumpen classes with capitalist and inclusive
institutions

Contemporary Business 2018-07-20
student friendly engaging and accessible
contemporary business 19e equips students with the
skills to assess and solve today s global business
challenges and succeed in a fast paced environment
designed to drive interest in business our newest
edition offers a comprehensive approach to the
material including a variety of resources to
support today s students its modern approach
wealth of videos relevant and up to date content
and career readiness resources keep your course
current and engaging

Online Harassment 2019-08-06
online harassment is one of the most serious
problems in social media to address it requires
understanding the forms harassment takes how it
impacts the targets who harasses and how
technology that stands between users and social
media can stop harassers and protect users the
field of human computer interaction provides a
unique set of tools to address this challenge this



book brings together experts in theory socio
technical systems network analysis text analysis
and machine learning to present a broad set of
analyses and applications that improve our
understanding of the harassment problem and how to
address it this book tackles the problem of
harassment by addressing it in three major domains
first chapters explore how harassment manifests
including extensive analysis of the gamer gate
incident stylistic features of different types of
harassment how gender differences affect
misogynistic harassment then we look at the
results of harassment including how it drives
people offline and the impacts it has on targets
finally we address techniques for mitigating
harassment both through automated detection and
filtering and interface options that users control
together many branches of hci come together to
provide a comprehensive look at the phenomenon of
online harassment and to advance the field toward
effective human oriented solutions

Beaten Down, Worked Up 2019-04-23
a page turning book that spans a century of worker
strikes engrossing character driven panoramic the
new york times book review we live in an era of
soaring corporate profits and anemic wage gains
one in which low paid jobs and blighted blue
collar communities have become a common feature of
our nation s landscape behind these trends lies a
little discussed problem the decades long decline
in worker power award winning journalist and
author steven greenhouse guides us through the key



episodes and trends in history that are essential
to understanding some of our nation s most
pressing problems including increased income
inequality declining social mobility and the
concentration of political power in the hands of
the wealthy few he exposes the modern labor
landscape with the stories of dozens of american
workers from gm employees to uber drivers to
underpaid schoolteachers their fight to take power
back is crucial for america s future and
greenhouse proposes concrete feasible ways in
which workers collective power can be and is being
rekindled and reimagined in the twenty first
century beaten down worked up is a stirring and
essential look at labor in america poised as it is
between the tumultuous struggles of the past and
the vital hopeful struggles ahead a pbs newshour
now read this book club pick

Educating for Critical
Consciousness 2023-02-20
in this politically and democratically urgent
collection george yancy and contributors argue
that more than ever we are in need of classrooms
that function dangerously that is classrooms where
people are not afraid to engage in critical
discussions that call into question difficult
political times collectively they demonstrate the
ways activist authors and scholars must be
prepared to engage in risk and vulnerability as a
defense of our democratic right to practice forms
of pedagogical transgression ideal for scholars



and students of critical pedagogy philosophy of
education and political theory this collection
delineates the necessity of critical consciousness
through education and provides ways of speaking
back against authoritarian control of imaginative
and critical capacities

Democracy's News 2020-12-29
since the founding america s faith in a democratic
republic has depended on citizens who could be
trusted to be communicators vigorous talk about
equality rights and collaboration fueled the
revolution the declaration of independence and the
constitution with its amendments in a republic the
people set the terms for their lives not
individually but in community the genius of
keeping it alive exists in how everyday citizens
talk and listen write and read for a common good
dialogue and deliberation rather than an
accumulation of individual preferences sustains a
republic yet a diminished and scarred institution
of journalism jeopardizes citizens access to
shared and truthful information a disturbing what
s in it for me attitude has taken over many
citizens and a creeping autocratic sense of
dismissive accusation too often characterizes the
political style of elected officials the basic
fuel for democracy is the willingness of informed
citizens to take each other seriously as they talk
about political choices once we begin to clam up
build walls and dismiss each other we unravel the
threads tying us to the founders vision of a
republic a free press and free speech become



meaningless if not supported by sustained
listening to multiple positions there are those
who profit by dividing citizens into two camps a
comfortable us versus a scary them they make their
case with accusations and often with lies they
warp the very meaning of communication hoping
citizens never truly discover each other s
humanity democracy s news discusses today s
problems of public communication in the context of
history law and interpersonal life news should not
be something to dread mistrust or shun aided by
reliable factual journalism citizens can develop a
community based knowledge to cope with social
issues great and small they come to treat
neighbors and strangers as more than stereotypes
or opponents they become collaborators with whom
to identify and sustain a working republic where
news citizenship and public discourse merge

The New Internationalists
2019-12-23
an account of the mobilization of thousands of
volunteers who rescued supported and welcomed
refugees during the recent european refugee crisis
in the new internationalists sue clayton tells the
story of the largest civic mobilization since the
second world war when volunteers many young and
untrained took on unimaginable responsibilities
and saved thousands of lives during the european
refugee crisis of 2015 2020 they witnessed first
hand the catastrophic failure of established ngos
and the indifference and frequently the open



hostility of the eu and national governments many
faced state hostility themselves their accounts
show how activist volunteers have shaped today s
european humanitarian agenda and provide a
powerful critique of failures of current policy

Fitness and Wellness in Canada
2019-12-24
with content targeted specifically toward higher
education students in canada fitness and wellness
in canada a way of life with study guide presents
evidence based physical and mental health guidance
to point students toward healthy choices that will
develop into healthy lifestyles authors sarah j
woodruff atkinson carol k armbruster and ellen m
evans have more than 80 years of combined
professional experience in health and wellness the
majority of which has focused on the higher
education population this enables them to present
the material in a contemporary manner that is
relatable and easily understood by students
relevant information on topics such as
cardiorespiratory exercise strength training
stretching nutrition weight management stress
management substance abuse and addiction and
sexual health will start students on the path to
developing a healthy mind and body which can lead
to a better quality of life additionally because
fitness and wellness in canada a way of life
emphasizes behaviour modification to develop
desired habits students are armed with the tools
they need to make healthy lifestyle changes for



both the present and future a web study guide
offers more than 50 video clips and practical
learning activities to provide real life context
for the material behaviour check sidebars help
students integrate health and wellness concepts
into their daily lives now and later sidebars
encourage students to consider how their actions
today will affect them in the future the
functional movement training section shows
exercises to strengthen specific muscles and
explains their importance for everyday activities
infographics research based tables and figures
illustrate and reinforce key concepts so they are
easy to understand canada s food guide is included
to assist students in making healthy nutritional
choices the companion web study guide offers
students the unique opportunity to engage directly
with the content and practice the exercises and
strategies presented lab activities for each
chapter will guide students in completing
individual assessments setting goals and
identifying the pros and cons of modifying their
behaviour video clips of 48 exercises demonstrate
proper exercise technique and additional learning
activities and quizzes gauge student comprehension
of the content in addition students will benefit
from learning aids such as key terms a glossary
and review questions for each chapter instructors
will benefit from an abundance of online
ancillaries a presentation package plus image bank
test package chapter quizzes and an instructor
guide that includes chapter summaries chapter
objectives class outlines sample answers to the
chapter review questions and suggested class



activities the primary goal of fitness and
wellness in canada a way of life is to provide
evidence based guidance to help students embrace
living well students will learn how to make
healthy choices and positive behaviour changes to
lead healthier happier and more productive lives
now and in the future

Machine Learning for Business
2019-03-01
summary imagine predicting which customers are
thinking about switching to a competitor or
flagging potential process failures before they
happen think about the benefits of forecasting
tedious business processes and back office tasks
envision quickly gauging customer sentiment from
social media content even large volumes of it
consider the competitive advantage of making
decisions when you know the most likely future
events machine learning can deliver these and
other advantages to your business and it s never
been easier to get started purchase of the print
book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub
formats from manning publications about the
technology machine learning can deliver huge
benefits for everyday business tasks with some
guidance you can get those big wins yourself
without complex math or highly paid consultants if
you can crunch numbers in excel you can use modern
ml services to efficiently direct marketing
dollars identify and keep your best customers and
optimize back office processes this book shows you



how about the book machine learning for business
teaches business oriented machine learning
techniques you can do yourself concentrating on
practical topics like customer retention
forecasting and back office processes you ll work
through six projects that help you form an ml for
business mindset to guarantee your success you ll
use the amazon sagemaker ml service which makes it
a snap to turn your questions into results what s
inside identifying tasks suited to machine
learning automating back office processes using
open source and cloud based tools relevant case
studies about the reader for technically inclined
business professionals or business application
developers about the author doug hudgeon and
richard nichol specialize in maximizing the value
of business data through ai and machine learning
for companies of any size table of contents part 1
machine learning for business 1 how machine
learning applies to your business part 2 six
scenarios machine learning for business 2 should
you send a purchase order to a technical approver
3 should you call a customer because they are at
risk of churning 4 should an incident be escalated
to your support team 5 should you question an
invoice sent by a supplier 6 forecasting your
company s monthly power usage 7 improving your
company s monthly power usage forecast part 3
moving machine learning into production 8 serving
predictions over the web 9 case studies



Sick-Note Britain 2020-11-16
dr adrian massey has worked at the intersection of
medicine and society for decades he argues
compellingly that our hyper medicalized society
has falsely equated sickness with illness and
sickness with unfitness to work whereas sickness
is primarily a social problem requiring social not
medical solutions sick note britain lays bare
britain s gross error when doctors cannot fix
anxiety or chronic pain workplace attendance is
still treated as a matter for arbitration by our
strained primary care service what is needed is a
tailored employer employee contractual solution
but obstacles block this approach excessively
complex employment law constraining both sides an
outdated benefits system that overburdens doctors
and traumatizes the vulnerable and a workplace
culture that is too inflexible to keep sick
employees in work this is a blistering
condemnation of a sham system that works for
nobody and an urgent call to rethink how we manage
sickness for the sake of our economy our wellbeing
and our health service

China’s environmental policy in
terms of European Union standards
2020-12-10
it is beyond dispute that both china and the
european union stand to gain from promoting low
carbon development through the dissemination of
clean and renewable energy sources as this



inevitably leads to increased environmental
protection the depletion of fossil fuel resources
and the accompanying changes in the global energy
mix make europe and china not only competitors in
the global economic race but also nolens volens
partners their pragmatic partnership is
characterized on the one hand by the need to take
action to reduce the consumption of fossil fuels
and on the other by the desire to minimize the
negative environmental impact of their use hence
the existing and emerging cooperation between the
two actors while challenging for a number of
reasons is not only an attempt to set up channels
to exchange vital information but also an exercise
in setting the standards under which further
cooperation will be forged

The DASH Diet 2021-03-23
featuring metric and imperial measurements for uk
readers reduce your blood pressure and improve
your health with this beginner s guide to the dash
diet millions of people worldwide suffer from
hypertension or high blood pressure and the dash
diet is a tried and tested programme designed to
lower blood pressure reduce the risk of heart
disease and combat other health issues such as
diabetes and excessive weight gain dash dietary
approaches to stop hypertension is grounded in
healthy eating principles and focuses on
unprocessed foods it is rich in fruit vegetables
low fat and non fat dairy lean protein nuts and
seeds beans heart healthy fats and a limited
amount of whole grains this book will tell you



everything you need to know including the latest
research about how the diet works and its
nutritional benefits it features a 21 day plan to
help you get started with more than 40 heart
healthy recipes to help you on your way

Bradley's Neurology in Clinical
Practice E-Book 2019-05-16
a practical dynamic resource for practicing
neurologists clinicians and trainees bradley and
daroff s neurology in clinical practice eighth
edition offers a straightforward style evidence
based information and robust interactive content
supplemented by treatment algorithms and images to
keep you up to date with all that s current in
this fast changing field this two volume set is
ideal for daily reference featuring a unique
organization by presenting symptom sign and by
specific disease entities allowing you to access
content in ways that mirror how you practice more
than 150 expert contributors led by drs joseph
jankovic john c mazziotta scott l pomeroy and
nancy j newman provide up to date guidance that
equips you to effectively diagnose and manage the
full range of neurological disorders covers all
aspects of today s neurology in an easy to read
clinically relevant manner allows for easy
searches through an intuitive organization by both
symptom and grouping of diseases features new and
expanded content on movement disorders genetic and
immunologic disorders tropical neurology neuro
ophthalmology and neuro otology palliative care



pediatric neurology and new and emerging therapies
offers even more detailed videos that depict how
neurological disorders manifest including eeg and
seizures deep brain stimulation for pd and tremor
sleep disorders movement disorders ocular
oscillations emg evaluation cranial neuropathies
and disorders of upper and lower motor neurons as
well as other neurologic signs

Bribery and Corruption in Weak
Institutional Environments
2019-11-19
drawing on global empirical evidence li offers a
novel explanation to the age old puzzle of why
some countries thrive despite corruption

Investments 1902
the revised and updated fourteenth edition of
investments analysis and management explains the
essentials of investing and supports good
investment decisions more than a simple
introduction to the subject this comprehensive
textbook prepares students to handle real world
investment problems and controversies in a clear
and accessible manner emphasizing readability
authors charles jones and gerald jensen minimize
complex formulas and simplify difficult material
enabling students of all levels and backgrounds to
follow the entire discussion and delve further
into the subject ideally suited for beginning
courses in investments this textbook is designed



as a practical guide to help students gain
foundational knowledge of investing and develop
the analytic skills necessary for deciphering
investment issues carefully organized chapters
guide students through fundamental investing
concepts portfolio and capital market theory
common stock analysis and valuation fixed income
and derivative securities the specifics of
security analysis and portfolio management and
more a broad range of pedagogical tools including
bulleted summaries numbered examples spreadsheet
exercises computational problems and an extensive
set of chapter review questions strengthens
student comprehension and retention

The Sunset 1903
bloomsbury world englishes offers a comprehensive
and rigorous description of the facts implications
and contentious issues regarding the forms and
functions of english in the world international
experts cover a diverse range of varieties and
topics offering a more accurate understanding of
english across the globe and the various social
contexts in which it plays a significant role with
volumes dedicated to research paradigms language
ideologies and pedagogies the collection pushes
the boundaries of the field to go beyond
traditional descriptive paradigms and contribute
to moving research agendas forward volume 3
pedagogies addresses the teaching of english as a
world language chapters in this volume consider
the teaching and learning of english es from a
range of perspectives and on the basis of



experiences and research from many parts of the
world

Sunset 2021-05-20
trauma informed care is designed to assist persons
who have experienced adversity and focuses on
change at the clinical and organizational level
its goals center around prevention intervention
and treatments that are evidence based encourage
resilience and enhance coping this textbook is
designed to give a comprehensive overview of
trauma informed care to students and faculty
involved in nursing care programs key features
explains the skill sets to assess and care for
persons who have experienced trauma emphasizes key
principles of trauma informed care includes the
use of client centered person centered and
resilience based tools to deal with trauma
recommends trauma recovery from a positive
psychology and post traumatic growth perspective
utilizes a caring pedagogy intended to foster
resilience and help offset the secondary traumatic
stress and compassion fatigue experienced by
student and practicing nurses communicates the
value of fostering psychological safety compassion
satisfaction and joy in work includes narrative
case studies and learning activities in all
chapters to help the reader to actively engage
with the subject matter presents self care
strategies to enhance physical and emotional well
being



Bloomsbury World Englishes Volume
3: Pedagogies 2024-05-03
germany spring 1945 hitler is dead and his armies
crushed across the conquered reich cities lie
devastated by allied saturation bombing their
traumatised populations exhausted and embittered
by defeat face a future of acute privation and
hardship such was the broken state of the nation
in which a british civilian and military force
arrived in the spring and summer of 1945 their
zone of occupation was the northern and
northwestern part of germany the country s former
industrial heartland their task to build democracy
from the ruins of hitler s reich and having
defeated nazism on the battlefield to win the
peace by eradicating nazism from german hearts and
minds as well as offering a vivid narrative of the
british occupation in political and military terms
from the potsdam conference to the berlin airlift
don t let s be beastly to the germans explores the
day to day experiences of the ordinary britons who
worked for the control commission for germany
between 1945 and 1949 some reconstructed bridges
and schools supervised the destruction of military
matériel and brought fugitive nazis to justice
while others became entangled in black
marketeering corruption and sexual scandal in time
they would find themselves on the front line of
the cold war as irreconcilable tensions divided
europe between east and west



Trauma-informed Care for Nursing
Education: Fostering a Caring
Pedagogy, Resilience &
Psychological Safety 2023-09-28
welcome to social theory is exactly what students
want a lucid and engaging introduction to social
theory that carefully uses images examples and
quotations to illustrate new ways of examining
contemporary social life tom brock s comprehensive
and accessible style produces an indispensable
guide to social theory that examines the major
theoretical traditions from marxism through to
poststructuralism and from feminism through to
postcolonial theory new materialism and
posthumanism welcome to social theory gives
careful appraisal of classical ideas and debates
in social theory and traces their impact through
discussion of major contemporary theorists
including michel foucault pierre bourdieu anthony
giddens margaret archer judith butler bell hooks
kimberlé crenshaw edward said homi bhabha gayatri
spivak bruno latour gilles deleuze and rosi
braidotti social theory matters and this book
shows why through relevant and compelling examples
including the gig economy everyday sexism digital
black feminism animal and environmental activism
stigma and discrimination against migrants the
need to decolonise the sociology curriculum and
many more welcome to social theory is an
indispensable text for undergraduate students who
are new to social theory dr tom brock is a senior



lecturer of sociology at manchester metropolitan
university

Don't Let's Be Beastly to the
Germans 2023-03-08
from the new york times bestselling author of
nudge and the world according to star wars a
revealing account of how today s internet
threatens democracy and what can be done about it
as the internet grows more sophisticated it is
creating new threats to democracy social media
companies such as facebook can sort us ever more
efficiently into groups of the like minded
creating echo chambers that amplify our views it s
no accident that on some occasions people of
different political views cannot even understand
one another it s also no surprise that terrorist
groups have been able to exploit social media to
deadly effect welcome to the age of republic in
this revealing book new york times bestselling
author cass sunstein shows how today s internet is
driving political fragmentation polarization and
even extremism and what can be done about it he
proposes practical and legal changes to make the
internet friendlier to democratic deliberation
showing that republic need not be an ironic term
rather it can be a rallying cry for the kind of
democracy that citizens of diverse societies need
most



Welcome to Social Theory
2018-04-03
do you aspire to become a great successful person
and lead a great successful life by balancing both
material and spiritual success if yes then mahan
yash sutra is for you here are the key points you
can get from this book the difference between
success and great success the formula for great
success the process of checking your progress
questions you need to ask yourself what you need
to be have use do and account for and how you need
to develop yourself the seven areas of self
development

#Republic 2018-05-28
this in depth coverage of tokyo s local
attractions and sights takes you to the most
rewarding spots from the historic shrines and
temples to the beautiful parks and stunning color
photography brings the land to life on the pages
discover tokyo s highlights with expert advice on
exploring the best sites participating in
festivals and exploring local landmarks through
extensive coverage of this fascinating area easy
to use maps reliable advice on how to get around
and insider reviews of the best hotels restaurants
bars clubs and shops for all budgets ensure that
you won t miss a thing make the most of your time
with the rough guide to tokyo



Great Success Formula for Life
2017-07-18
the war in syria has put russia at the centre of
middle eastern politics moscow s return to the
region following a prolonged period of absence has
enhanced its geopolitical status at a time it has
emerged as a rival to the west yet contrary to the
media hype vladimir putin is not set to become the
new power broker in this strategically important
part of the world co authored by a team of
prominent scholars and analysts from the eu us
russia and the middle east this book explores
russia s role in the middle east and north africa
the diverse drivers shaping its policy and the
response from local players chapters map out the
history of russian involvement before and after
the collapse of the soviet union the impact on key
issues such as security and defence regional
conflicts arms trade and energy as well as
relations influential states and country clusters
such as iran the gulf turkey israel egypt and the
maghreb it also looks at how the middle east
impacts on russia s relations with the west the
book offers a balanced assessment of russian
influence highlighting both the political
diplomatic and commercial gains made thanks to
putin s decision in september 2015 to intervene
militarily in syria and the constraints preventing
moscow from replacing the united states as a
regional hegemon



The Rough Guide to Tokyo
2021-07-01
advocating a strategic approach this book shows
how to form a plan secure funding and support and
create effective programs for adults children and
youth who are experiencing homelessness you ll
find guidance for creating partnerships training
staff and advocating taking a holistic approach
that will help you to better understand the
experience of homelessness within the context of
your library community this book offers new
strategies and tools for addressing the challenge
of meeting the needs of the entire community
including those who are unstably housed with basic
facts statistics and conversations about
homelessness the author makes a case for why
libraries should provide support explains exactly
which needs they may be able or unable to meet and
shows how this support can be a natural part of
the library services you already provide topics
discussed include trauma informed care harm
reduction and mental and physical health
challenges brief stories and concrete examples
illustrate the principles and guidelines discussed
citing innovative services such as dallas public
library s coffee and conversation program and san
francisco public library s social worker program
the book offers both food for thought and tools
for action as public librarians strive to
understand and meet the needs of a population that
has traditionally been stereotyped and excluded



Russia Rising 2021-07-06
with the advent of the internet and handheld or
wearable media systems that plunge the user into
360o video augmented or virtual reality technology
is changing how stories are told and created in
this book john v pavlik argues that a new form of
mediated communication has emerged experiential
news experiential media delivers not just news
stories but also news experiences in which the
consumer engages news as a participant or virtual
eyewitness in immersive multisensory and
interactive narratives pavlik describes and
analyzes new tools and approaches that allow
journalists to tell stories that go beyond text
and image he delves into developing forms such as
virtual reality haptic technologies interactive
documentaries and drone media presenting the
principles of how to design and frame a story
using these techniques pavlik warns that although
experiential news can heighten user engagement and
increase understanding it may also fuel the
transformation of fake news into artificial
realities and he discusses the standards of ethics
and accuracy needed to build public trust in
journalism in the age of virtual reality
journalism in the age of virtual reality offers
important lessons for practitioners seeking to
produce quality experiential news and those
interested in the ethical considerations that
experiential media raise for journalism and the
public



Libraries and Homelessness
2019-09-17
practicing social justice in libraries provides
practical strategies tools and resources to
library and information workers and students who
wish to drive change in their classrooms
institutions and communities and incorporate
social justice into their everyday practice with
contributions from a diverse group of librarians
who have experience working in different types of
institutions and roles the book showcases the
actions information professionals largely from
historically marginalized groups are taking to
create a more socially responsible environment for
themselves and their communities the chapters
reflect on personal experiences best practices for
programming professional development effective
collaboration building inclusive community
partnerships anti racist practices in the
classroom and organizational culture exploring how
and why library workers are incorporating anti
racist and anti oppressive work within their
everyday roles the book demonstrates that library
workers are increasingly sending messages of
protest and advocating for equity justice and
social change highlighting their experiences of
marginalization and exclusion contributors also
reflect upon the impact social justice work has on
their mental health careers and personal lives
practicing social justice in libraries is
essential reading for library and information
workers and students who are searching for



practical ways to implement more inclusive
practices into their work

Journalism in the Age of Virtual
Reality 2022-09-30
the life and times of the smart wife feminized
digital assistants who are friendly and sometimes
flirty occasionally glitchy but perpetually
available meet the smart wife at your service an
eclectic collection of feminized ai robotic and
smart devices this digital assistant is friendly
and sometimes flirty docile and efficient
occasionally glitchy but perpetually available she
might go by siri or alexa or inhabit google home
she can keep us company order groceries vacuum the
floor turn out the lights a japanese digital voice
assistant a virtual anime hologram named hikari
azuma sends her master helpful messages during the
day an american sexbot named roxxxy takes on other
kinds of household chores in the smart wife
yolande strengers and jenny kennedy examine the
emergence of digital devices that carry out
wifework domestic responsibilities that have
traditionally fallen to human wives they show that
the principal prototype for these virtual helpers
designed in male dominated industries is the 1950s
housewife white middle class heteronormative and
nurturing with a spick and span home it s time
they say to give the smart wife a reboot what s
wrong with preferring domestic assistants with
feminine personalities we like our assistants to
conform to gender stereotypes so what for one



thing strengers and kennedy remind us the design
of gendered devices re inscribes those outdated
and unfounded stereotypes advanced technology is
taking us backwards on gender equity strengers and
kennedy offer a smart wife manifesta proposing a
rebooted smart wife that would promote a revaluing
of femininity in society in all her glorious
diversity

Practicing Social Justice in
Libraries 2021-08-31
this book contributes to the literature on
organized crime by providing a detailed account of
the various nuances of what happens when criminal
organizations misuse or penetrate legitimate
businesses it advances the existing scholarship on
attacks infiltration and capture of legal
businesses by organized crime and sheds light on
the important role the private sector can play to
fight back it considers a range of industries from
bars and restaurants to labour intensive
enterprises such as construction and waste
management to sectors susceptible to illicit
activities including transportation wholesale and
retail trade and businesses controlled by
fragmented legislation such as gambling organized
criminal groups capitalize on legitimate
businesses beleaguered by economic downturns
government regulations natural disasters societal
conflict and the covid 19 pandemic to survive some
private companies have even become the willing
partners of criminal organizations thus the



relationships between licit businesses and
organized crime are highly varied and can range
from victimization of businesses to willing
collusion and even exploitation of organized crime
by the private sector albeit with arrangements
that typically allow plausible deniability in
other words these relationships are highly diverse
and create a complex reality which is the focus of
the articles presented here this book will appeal
to students academics and policy practitioners
with an interest in organized crime it will also
provide important supplementary reading for
undergraduate and graduate courses on topics such
as transnational security issues transnational
organized crime international criminal justice
criminal finance non state actors international
affairs comparative politics and economics and
business courses

The Smart Wife 2022-09-02
indigenous motherhood in the academy highlights
the experiences and narratives emerging from
indigenous mothers in the academy who are
negotiating their roles in multiple contexts the
essays in this volume contribute to the broader
higher education literature and the literature on
indigenous representation in the academy filling a
longtime gap that has excluded indigenous women
scholar voices this book covers diverse topics
such as the journey to motherhood lessons through
motherhood acknowledging ancestors and
grandparents in one s mothering how historical
trauma and violence plague the past and balancing



mothering through the healing process more
specific to indigenous motherhood in the academy
is how culture and place impacts mothering
specifically if indigenous mothers are not in
their traditional homelands as they raise their
children how academia impacts mothering how
mothering impacts scholarship and how to negotiate
loss and other complexities between motherhood and
one s role in the academy

The Private Sector and Organized
Crime 2022-08-19
1 new york times bestseller experts from the mayo
clinic present a well rounded plan for dieting
right publishers weekly this completely revised
and updated edition of the popular mayo clinic
diet is a practical no nonsense approach designed
to help you lose weight and most importantly keep
it off the book includes step by step advice on
key behavior changes to promote weight loss plus
four weeks of daily menus and all new recipes
based on years of experience with thousands of
individuals trying to lose weight and research
into the behaviors that do and don t work this
guide establishes five habits to include in your
daily routine five habits to break and five bonus
habits to increase your chances of lasting success
the mayo clinic diet includes a two week quick
start program designed to help you lose 6 to 10
pounds in a safe and healthy way a long term
maintenance plan in which you continue to lose 1
to 2 pounds a week until you reach your goal and



learn how to maintain a healthy weight for life
meal plans recipes food lists tips on overcoming
challenges and much more an essential guide us
news world report

Indigenous Motherhood in the
Academy 2018-06-24
inaugural issue of the international journal of
religion issn 2633 352x print issn 2633 3538
online volume 1 number 1 november 2020 special
issue politics of religious dissent edited by
jeffrey haynes ahmet erdi Öztürk and eric m trinka
editorial launching the international journal of
religion jeffrey haynes ahmet erdi Öztürk and eric
m trinka from the editorial desk eric m trinka
dissent among mormons in the 1980 senatorial
election in idaho ronald hatzenbuehler creating
the internal enemy opportunities and threats in
pro and anti lgbt activism within south korean
protestantism hendrick johannemann is right wing
populism a phenomenon of religious dissent the
cases of the lega and the rassemblement national
luca ozanno and fabio bolzonar a religious
movement on trial transformative years judicial
questions and the nation of islam sultan tepe
finding the right islam for the maldives political
transformation and state responses to growing
religious dissent la toya waha islam catholicism
and religion state separation an essential or
historical difference ahmet t kuru secularism
religion and identification beyond binaries the
transnational alliances rapprochements and dissent



of german turks in germany nil mutluer dissenting
yogis the mīmāṁsaka buddhist battle for
epistemological authority jed forman tar feathers
agnotology dissent and queer mormon history nerida
bullock new religious nationalist trends among
jewish settlers in the halutza sands hayim katsman

The Mayo Clinic Diet 2020-11-24
from syrian civilians locked in iron cages to
veterans joining peaceful indigenous water
protectors at the standing rock sioux reservation
from sri lanka to iraq and from yemen to the
united states human beings have been used as
shields for protection coercion or deterrence over
the past decade human shields have also appeared
with increasing frequency in antinuclear struggles
civil and environmental protests and even computer
games the phenomenon however is by no means a new
one describing the use of human shields in key
historical and contemporary moments across the
globe neve gordon and nicola perugini demonstrate
how the increasing weaponization of human beings
has made the position of civilians trapped in
theaters of violence more precarious and their
lives more expendable they show how the law
facilitates the use of lethal violence against
vulnerable people while portraying it as humane
but they also reveal how people can and do use
their own vulnerability to resist violence and
denounce forms of dehumanization ultimately human
shields unsettles our common ethical assumptions
about violence and the law and urges us to imagine
entirely new forms of humane politics



International Journal of Religion
- Volume 1, Number 1 - November
2020 2020-08-25
implement a soho or smb linux infrastructure to
expand your business and associated it
capabilities backed by the expertise and
experienced guidance of the authors this book
provides everything you need to move your business
forward pro linux system administration makes it
easy for small to medium sized businesses to enter
the world of zero cost software running on linux
and covers all the distros you might want to use
including red hat ubuntu debian and centos pro
linux system administration takes a layered
component based approach to open source business
systems while training system administrators as
the builders of business infrastructure completely
updated for this second edition dennis matotek
takes you through an infrastructure as code
approach seamlessly taking you through steps along
the journey of linux administration with all you
need to master complex systems this edition now
includes jenkins ansible logstash and more what
you ll learn understand linux architecture build
back up and recover linux servers create basic
networks and network services with linux build and
implement linux infrastructure and services
including mail web databases and file and print
implement linux security resolve linux performance
and capacity planning issues who this book is for
small to medium sized business owners looking to
run their own it system administrators considering



migrating to linux and it systems integrators
looking for an extensible linux infrastructure
management approach

Human Shields 2017-03-14
steve biko argued that the most potent weapon in
the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the
oppressed hlumelo biko unpacks this in its
practical import and shows how changing the
situation can transform africa

Pro Linux System Administration
2021-01-15
from building fires to building shelters the best
advice from expert survivalist bradford angier all
in one handy guide newly revised and updated

Introduction to the Real World
101 2018-04-01

Africa Reimagined

Basic Wilderness Survival Skills,
Revised and Updated
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